Dear Tribal Leaders:

On behalf of the Secretary, you are cordially invited by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to participate in a Consultation and Listening Session on Tribal Barriers at USDA. These consultations build on those which occurred in 2021, 2022, and 2023.

Over three years of consultations, we have had some important, and at times difficult, conversations about barriers to services at USDA and ways we can improve the experience for Indian Country. We have made tremendous progress in many areas identified in these consultations, as we announced at the 2023 Tribal Nations Summit. We are proud of this progress, but there is still work to do. For the 2024 consultations and listening sessions, we will ask for your input on some critical issues that remain difficult to address. Our framing papers will outline key topics where we are seeking Tribal input, in addition to other concerns which leaders wish to bring to our attention.

Like last year, the consultations will be divided into five topic areas. Consultations will occur from 2:00-5:30pm Eastern Time, with the first hour reserved for a tribal caucus. These caucuses allow tribal leaders to meet amongst themselves with a facilitator to discuss the topics prior to the consultation. Following the caucus, each session will then have a Tribal consultation section (with participation by tribal officials and official tribal proxies only) and a listening session (any Indian Country stakeholders) to provide a broad opportunity for input.

The consultations and listening sessions will take place during the weeks of April 22nd and will be virtual. The current breakdown is listed below, along with links to register. The caucus, consultation, and listening session will all use the same link so you only need to register at the link next to the day(s) you wish to attend:

1. Monday April 22: Education and Research – [Click to register]
2. Tuesday April 23: Forests and Public Lands Management – [Click to register]
3. Wednesday April 24: Farming, Ranching, and Conservation – [Click to register]
4. Thursday April 25: Economic Development – [Click to register]
5. Friday April 26: Food, Safety, and Trade – [Click to register]

There will be Framing Papers for each of these areas provided at least two weeks prior to the consultation. These are not meant to limit conversation, but rather provide issues that have been previously identified to help guide the conversation. These will be added to the OTR Tribal Consultation website.

Questions and Updated Information. Updated information will be posted on the OTR website at: OTR Tribal Consultation website. Any questions on logistics for this engagement session can be directed to Tribal.Relations@usda.gov.
Thank you for your time and consideration of USDA’s 2024 consultations. We look forward to this discussion.

Heather Dawn Thompson (Cheyenne River Sioux)
Director, Office of Tribal Relations
U.S. Department of Agriculture